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On the Selection of Lagrange Multiplier for
SSIM-Based Motion Estimation
Chen-Hsuan Lin, Tsung-Yau Huang, and Homer H. Chen, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—The advance of perceptual quality metrics has
spurred a growing interest in perceptual rate-distortion
optimization for video coding. A central issue of such perceptual
video coding is the selection of Lagrange multiplier. While it has
been extensively studied for SSIM-based mode decision, the issue
related to the selection of Lagrange multiplier remains open for
SSIM-based motion estimation. In this paper, we show by
hypothesis and verification that the Lagrange multiplier for SSIMbased motion estimation should be identical to that for mode
decision. We further support the argument by performance
evaluation, which is conducted by incorporating the resulting
motion estimation into an SSIM-based mode decision process. An
average of 3.3% bitrate reduction over MSE-based motion
estimation and an average of 12.2% bitrate reduction over the
H.264/AVC reference encoder are achieved.
Index Terms—Rate-distortion optimization, motion estimation,
perceptual video coding, Lagrange multiplier selection, SSIM.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1. The mode decision process of a typical H.264/AVC encoder.

ATE-DISTORTION optimization (RDO) is one of the key
techniques that enable H.264/AVC to achieve 50% or
higher bitrate reduction over the preceding video coding
standards at the same video quality [1]–[11]. The goal of RDO
is to minimize the distortion D between an original video and
its reconstructed version at a given bitrate R. Specifically, the
RDO problem can be expressed as follows:

min{D}, subject to R £ RC ,

(1)

where RC is the maximum bitrate allowed. In general, this
constrained optimization problem can be solved using either
Lagrangian optimization or dynamic programming [5]. In
practice, the Lagrangian optimization approach is adopted in
consideration of computational efficiency.
The Lagrangian optimization technique converts (1) to an
unconstrained optimization problem,

min{J }, J = D + l R,

(2)
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where J denotes the rate-distortion (R-D) cost, and λ denotes
the Lagrange multiplier used to tradeoff between D and R. The
balance between rate and distortion is achieved by determining
a proper λ and minimizing the cost function.
The H.264/AVC reference encoder [12] employs (2) to
formulate mode decision and motion estimation for inter-frame
coding. The mode decision entails a hierarchical block
partitioning process, where a macroblock is first partitioned into
small blocks in different ways (four 8×8 blocks, two 8×16
blocks, etc.) and each 8×8 block is further partitioned into
smaller blocks in a similar fashion (four 4×4 blocks, two 4×8
blocks, etc.). Each partitioning corresponds to an encoding
mode, and each resulting block goes through a process
consisting of motion estimation, transform, quantization,
inverse quantization, inverse transform, and entropy coding, as
shown in Fig. 1. This complete encoding process is applied to
all block partitions in order to obtain the bitrate and distortion
information required for RDO. Finally, the encoder selects the
mode with the minimum total R-D cost as the optimal mode.
Generally, to compute the R-D cost for mode decision, a
proper Lagrange multiplier (denoted by λM) is determined by
using R-D models [6] and by performing motion estimation on
every block of each mode. Block matching, which is essential
to motion estimation, uses a cost function as the matching
criterion. However, the ideal matching criterion for motion
estimation is the R-D cost defined in (2) that normally involves
a complete encoding process for each candidate motion vector
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and hence results in undesirably huge computation. H.264/AVC
reference encoder [12] approximates the R-D cost and uses the
following cost function as the matching criterion to avoid
performing the entire encoding process:

JV = DV + lV RV ,

(3)

where JV denotes the approximated R-D cost of (2), DV denotes
the distortion between the image block and the corresponding
predicted image block, RV denotes the bitrate used for coding
the motion information, and λV denotes the Lagrange multiplier
for motion estimation.
The distortion metric used in (2) and (3) for measuring video
quality profoundly impacts the video coding performance.
Although mean squared error (MSE) and the like, such as sum
of squared error (SSE) and sum of absolute difference (SAD),
have been widely adopted due to simplicity, they are poorly
correlated with human perception [13]. Distorted images with
nearly identical MSE may exhibit very different levels of
perceptual distortion. Since the ultimate receiver of a visual
communication system is human, taking the property of the
human visual system (HVS) into consideration in the RDO
process holds the promise of driving video coding performance
to a new level.
Recently, many perceptual quality metrics have been
developed [14]–[22]. These metrics generally refer to a
computational schemes that can successfully measure video
quality in an objective and perceptually meaningful manner.
Perceptual RDO (PRDO) can be achieved by replacing the SSE
or SAD used in the conventional RDO with a perceptual quality
metric. However, a main challenge of PRDO lies in the
selection of Lagrange multiplier. Because most perceptual
quality metrics are described by complicated mathematical
formulas, the corresponding R-D models for Lagrange
multiplier selection are often difficult to derive.
Among the various perceptual quality metrics reported in
literature, the SSIM index has been shown to be effective and
computationally efficient for PRDO. Many SSIM-based PRDO
methods consider 1−SSIM as the distortion metric [23]–[35]
except the one described in [36] and [37], which take the inverse
of SSIM as the distortion metric. Although the resulting PRDO
is computationally efficient, the inversion involved in this
distortion metric does not preserve the distance between SSIM
measurements. Most SSIM-based perceptual RDO methods
target optimal mode decision [23]–[33] with little attention to
motion estimation. Although the application of SSIM-based
perceptual RDO to motion estimation has been studied in [34],
it uses MSE-like distortion metrics for mode decision. The
methods in [35] adopts SSIM for both mode decision and
motion estimation. However, the Lagrange multipliers are
determined heuristically.
The selection of λV in (3) plays an important role in motion
estimation. It has been shown that λV can be set to λM if both DV
in (3) and D in (2) are measured by the sum of squared error
(SSE) [6]. However, whether it remains true for SSIM-based
motion estimation needs to be further investigated because a
new distortion metric is used.
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In this paper, we show how to select the Lagrange multiplier
for SSIM-based motion estimation by hypothesis and
verification. The methodology developed here can be applied to
other perceptual-based motion estimation methods as well.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we briefly introduce the SSIM and review the SSIMbased mode decision [26]. We describe the SSIM-based motion
estimation in Section III. The experimental results are provided
in Section IV, and the conclusion is drawn in Section V.
II. REVIEW OF SSIM AND SSIM-BASED MODE DECISION
In this section, we give a brief review of the SSIM quality
metric and an SSIM-based mode decision algorithm used for
performance evaluation of the Lagrange multiplier selection for
SSIM-based motion estimation.
A. Structural Similarity Index
The basis of SSIM is that the HVS extracts the structural
information of an image when evaluating its quality [14]. The
SSIM between two image blocks x and y is defined as follows:

SSIM (x, y ) = l (x, y ) × c(x, y ) × s(x, y )
l (x, y ) =

c(x, y ) =

2 µ x µ y + C1

µ x 2 + µ y 2 + C1
2s xs y + C2

s x 2 + s y 2 + C2

s (x, y ) =

s xy + C3
s xs y + C3

,

(4)
(5)

(6)

(7)

where l(x,y) compares the luminance of the two image blocks,
c(x,y) compares the contrast, s(x,y) measures the structural
correlation between the two images, μx and μy denote the means
of x and y, respectively, σx and σy denote the variances of x and
y, respectively, σxy denotes the cross-covariance between x and
y, and C1, C2, and C3 are constants. Typically, the block size is
8×8, and the SSIM of a frame is the averaged SSIM of all blocks
in the frame.
The SSIM index between two images is higher when they are
structurally more similar. The maximum SSIM is 1, which
occurs when the two images under comparison are identical. In
most SSIM-based PRDO methods, the distortion metric DSSIM
is used instead of SSIM,

DSSIM (x, y ) = 1 - SSIM (x, y ).

(8)

Minimizing the DSSIM between two image blocks implies
maximizing the SSIM between the two image blocks. Because
a 4×4 block is the basic coding unit of H.264/AVC, the DSSIM
of a frame in this work is the sum of the DSSIMs of all 4×4
blocks in the frame.
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Furthermore, DM is measured in terms of DSSIM, and λM is
determined by the following rate-DSSIM (R-DSSIM) model:

TABLE I
ENCODER SETTINGS FOR FIG. 2
Parameters
QP

Values
16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 32, 36, 40
{0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 1.25, 1.75, 2.5, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16,
20, 24, 28, 35, 45, 60} × lP

lM and lV

3

DSSIM = a × R b ,

(10)

where α and β are two parameters. Because consecutive frames
generally have similar R-D characteristics, α and β are
determined for a number of randomly selected frames and by a
two-pass encoding method [26]. Specifically, each input frame
is classified as a key frame or a non-key frame, and the twopass encoding is performed on the key frames only. Once the
two model parameters are obtained, λM of the frame to be coded
is determined by calculating the slope of the tangent to the RDSSIM model at the point that is closest to the R-D point of the
previous coded frame. A non-key frame is encoded in the same
way as a key frame except that the α and β parameters of the
previous encoded frame are used.
III. SSIM-BASED MOTION ESTIMATION
In this section, we first describe the formulation of SSIMbased motion estimation. Then, the hypotheses made for
Lagrange multiplier selection are described, followed by a
description of the experiments used to verify the hypotheses.

(a)

A. Formulation
Similar to the motion estimation in the H.264/AVC reference
encoder, we formulate the SSIM-based motion estimation as
follows:
vˆ = arg min ( DV (s, p, v) + lV × RV (v) ) ,

(11)

v

(b)
Fig. 2. R-D points of (a) news (CIF) and (b) mother_daughter (CIF) with
different combinations of λM, λV, and QP.

B. SSIM-Based Mode Decision
To evaluate its performance, the resulting rate-distortion
optimized motion estimation is integrated into the SSIM-based
mode decision method described in [26], which formulates the
mode decision problem as follows:
mˆ = arg min ( DM (s, c, m) + lM × RM (s, c, m) ) ,

(9)

m

where s and c denote the image block and its reconstructed
version respectively, DM and RM denote the distortion and the
bitrate of the image block respectively, λM as defined in (2)
denotes the Lagrange multiplier for mode decision, m denotes a
candidate mode, and m̂ denotes the optimal mode.

where s and p, respectively, denote the partitioned block of the
mode under consideration and its predicted block, DV denotes
the distortion between s and p, RV denotes the bitrate used for
coding the motion information, λV denotes the Lagrange
multiplier for motion estimation, v denotes a candidate motion
vector, and v̂ denotes the optimal motion vector. DV is
measured by DSSIM. The cost function in (11) is an
approximated version of the real R-D cost which is formulated
as follows:

Dr (s, c, v) + lr × Rr (s, c, v),

(12)

where c denotes the reconstructed block of s, Dr denotes the
distortion between s and c, and Rr denotes the total bitrate
required
for
coding
the
block
s.
In
Error! Reference source not found.(12), Dr is also measured
by DSSIM.
From the rate-distortion optimization perspective, the
Lagrange multiplier represents the weight of bitrate cost with
respect to the distortion cost; therefore, λr must be set to λM in
order for the total R-D cost computed in the mode decision
process (9) to be minimal.
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(c)

(f)

(i)

(l)

Fig. 3. The R-D points in Fig. 2 on the λM-λV plane of news (CIF) with (a) QP = 22, (b) QP = 26, and (c) QP=32, mother_daughter (CIF) with (d) QP = 16, (e) QP
= 20, and (f) QP = 28, foreman (CIF) with (g) QP = 16, (h) QP = 20, and (i) QP = 24, highway (QCIF) with (j) QP = 18, (k) QP = 22, and (l) QP = 26.
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Fig. 4. The percentage of R-D cost increase for (a) akiyo (CIF), (b) flower
(CIF), (c) foreman (CIF), and (d) stefan (CIF) sequences.

It has been shown that λV can be set to λM for the case where
both DV and DM use SSE as the distortion metric [6]. However,
whether this is true for SSIM-based motion estimation requires
a further examination because the distortion metric used is
different. In addition, whether the concept of R-D cost
approximation for H.264/AVC can be applied to SSIM-based
motion estimation needs to be carefully examined.
None of the known previous methods involving SSIM-based
motion estimation has gone through these validations before
determining their selection methods for λV. In [35], λV is
heuristically set to the Lagrange multiplier for the conventional
motion estimation scaled by a factor. However, evaluation on
the performance of this selection method is unknown. The work
in [37] adopts the H.264 approach, simply setting all Lagrange
multipliers in the RDO process, including those in mode
decision, motion estimation, and even RDO quantization, to be
the same value. This adoption still lacks careful verification of
its consistency with H.264 because a new distortion metric is
used, putting aside the metric’s distorted representation of
perceptual quality. The effectiveness of the R-D cost
approximation for SSIM-based motion estimation, as well as
the selection of λV to yield optimal R-D performance, should be
discussed to a deeper level.
We proceed with the following two hypotheses:
 The Lagrange multiplier hypothesis: Given a correct λM, the
optimal R-D performance of motion estimation can be
achieved if λV is set to λM.
 The approximation hypothesis: It is reasonable to use the
approximation of R-D cost in (11) for SSIM-based motion
estimation.
With the hypotheses verified, the encoder becomes realizable.
We then check if the results thus obtained are consistent with
the hypotheses.
B. Evidential Support of the Lagrange Multiplier Hypothesis
We randomly pick frames from various sequences as test
frames. Each test frame is encoded using H.264/AVC with a set
of quantization parameter (QP) values and Lagrange
multipliers λV and λM specified in Table I, where λP is the
Lagrange multiplier computed by the method described in
Section II.B. A wide range of values are assigned to λV and λM
based on λP. Fig. 2 shows the resulting R-D points on the RSSIM plane. The points on the convex hull are marked blue.
These points are considered optimal R-D points from the RDO
perspective. We then analyze the relationship between λV and
λM from these points.
We plot all the R-D points on the λM-λV plane shown in Fig.
3. The solid blue points are the optimal R-D points satisfying
λV = λM and the hollow blue ones are other optimal R-D points.
The greenish blue points are the ones that are not R-D optimal.
Note that the R-D points originally depicted in Fig. 2 are
redrawn in Fig. 3 for the convenience of visualization. We can
see that for each test frame with a specific QP, the values of λM
which lead to the optimal R-D points lie within a small range.
In addition, we can see that, within the range, an R-D point
satisfying λV = λM is R-D optimal in most cases. The same result
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TABLE II
BITRATE REDUCTION (%) OF OUR ENCODER OVER THE ENCODER WITH PURE
SSIM-BASED MODE DECISION (ENCODER A) AND THE JM REFERENCE
SOFTWARE ENCODER (ENCODER B)
QP = 16, 20, 24, 28
Encoder B
Encoder A
3.43
13.64
akiyo (QCIF)
0.64
21.16
bridge_close (QCIF)
0.34
3.10
bus (QCIF)
3.88
27.56
container (QCIF)
1.56
8.35
foreman (QCIF)
4.62
12.76
highway (QCIF)
0.25
2.82
mobile (QCIF)
-0.84
5.96
mother_daughter (QCIF)
3.46
11.32
news (QCIF)
1.93
4.29
stefan (QCIF)
2.87
10.97
suzie (QCIF)
2.55
6.03
walk (QCIF)
9.31
20.51
akiyo (CIF)
0.76
20.00
bridge_close (CIF)
1.29
16.77
bridge_far (CIF)
1.62
8.28
bus (CIF)
6.85
14.72
flower (CIF)
1.65
9.86
foreman (CIF)
4.63
12.56
highway (CIF)
3.18
6.56
mobile (CIF)
-0.18
6.21
mother_daughter (CIF)
5.76
17.80
news (CIF)
2.54
10.52
paris (CIF)
13.23
21.03
stefan (CIF)
2.90
8.13
vectra (CIF)
-0.06
7.36
waterfall (CIF)
2.69
22.15
crew (720p)
1.10
15.40
mobcal (720p)
0.13
5.50
parkrun (720p)
1.22
13.69
stockholm (720p)
-0.07
1.48
ducks_take_off (1080p)
8.64
14.44
sintel_trailer (1080p)
1.38
10.27
life (1080p)
2.83
11.85
Average
Sequence

QP = 24, 28, 32, 36
Encoder A Encoder B
4.94
10.71
3.37
17.11
4.73
10.18
4.19
17.59
2.64
6.38
1.41
7.26
0.59
6.40
1.02
5.77
4.66
8.71
1.47
6.12
1.42
8.11
1.16
6.49
6.13
13.40
6.25
24.83
1.14
6.50
5.67
14.95
11.46
21.31
2.72
9.92
0.21
11.07
4.88
11.48
0.16
6.09
7.12
13.56
6.38
14.01
9.55
17.67
7.69
16.40
-0.26
6.50
11.00
43.93
2.61
18.78
2.52
15.32
1.36
12.73
1.89
5.03
1.73
7.11
1.17
9.67
3.73
12.46

is found for other test frames not shown here. Therefore, we
believe that the Lagrange multiplier hypothesis has strong
evidential support.
C. Empirical Test of the Approximation Hypothesis
To show that it is reasonable to use the approximation of RD cost in (11), an empirical test is performed. We pick several
test frames from a set of test sequences and encode them using
the H.264/AVC reference encoder with SSIM-based mode
decision [26] and SSIM-based motion estimation (Section
III.A). Two motion search criteria, M1 and M2, are employed.
M1 uses the approximated R-D cost, and M2 uses the real R-D
cost. The corresponding Lagrange multipliers λV and λr are set
to λM. For comparison, a similar experiment is done by using
SSE-based mode decision and SSE-based motion estimation.
Assume that p1 and p2, respectively, are the positions
pointed to by the best motion vectors found by Criteria M1 and
M2. If the approximation hypothesis is true, the probability that
p1 is identical to p2 should be high. The experimental results
show that, in average, the probability of p1 = p2 is 75.25% for
SSIM-based encoder and 81.06% for SSE-based encoder. They
are both high enough. Therefore, we believe that it is reasonable
to use the approximated R-D cost for SSIM-based motion
estimation.
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Another way to test the approximation hypothesis is to
compare the resulting R-D costs of each block. We define I as
the increased percentage of the R-D cost,
I=

C1 - C2
´ 100%,
C2

(13)

where C1 and C2 are the resulting R-D costs of a block using
criteria M1 and M2, respectively, and use it to measure how
well C1 approximates C2 and thus the effectiveness of the
Lagrange multiplier for SSIM-based motion estimation. In the
case p1 = p2, C1 would be equal to C2 and I would be 0%,
indicating that the best motion vector is successfully found by
M1. The R-D cost increase of a sequence is defined as the
average I of all the blocks in the sequence. Fig. 4 shows the
resulting R-D cost increases of several test sequences encoded
with different QPs using the SSIM-based and SSE-based
encoders. The result obtained this way is consistent with that of
the probability analysis.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The resulting SSIM-based motion estimation is incorporated
into the SSIM-based mode decision method described in [26]
for evaluation. The empirical evidence presented in this section,
together with the verification results shown in Section III,
provides support for the Lagrange multiplier hypothesis of
motion estimation.
A. Experimental Settings
The whole system is implemented on the H.264/AVC JM
reference software version 15.1 and run on a server with Intel
2.5 GHz four-core processor and 2GB random access memory.
The SSIM-based mode decision method [26] is implemented
using a slope approximation method to estimate the Lagrange
multiplier. In addition, it uses a user-defined parameter Tk = 0.5
for key frame determination. Other experimental settings are as
follows:
 The baseline profile is used.
 The GOP structure is IPPP.
 Rate-distortion optimization is enabled.
 QP is set to 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, and 36.
 The motion search method is enhanced predictive zonal
search (EPZS).
B. Evaluation of R-D Performance
The resulting encoder is compared with two H.264/AVCbased encoders. The first one, called Encoder A, incorporates
SSIM-based mode decision and SSE-based motion estimation
into the H.264/AVC coding process. The second one, called
Encoder B, is the ordinary H.264/AVC encoder. That is, it is
the same as Encoder A except that it employs SSE-based mode
decision. Table II shows the bitrate reductions of our encoder
over Encoders A and B at the same perceptual quality level. In
average, our encoder reduces the bitrate by more than 3% and
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Fig. 5. Resulting R-D curves of (a) stefan (CIF), (b) flower (CIF), (c) akiyo (CIF), (d) container (QCIF), (e) news (QCIF), and (f) akiyo (QCIF).

12%, respectively, over Encoders A and B. From Table II, we
can see that there are five cases that yield negative but
negligibly small bitrate reduction. The negative bitrate
reduction is likely a consequence of the R-D cost approximation.

When the approximation is off too much, inaccurate motion
estimation and hence poor R-D performance may occur. In
theory, one may choose not to apply the R-D cost
approximation; in practice, however, calculating the real R-D
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(d)
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(a)

Fig. 7. The 50th frame of the sequence flower (CIF) is sampled for subjective
evaluation. (a) Original frame. (b) Reconstructed frame 102.8 kbps and
SSIM=0.8190) of our encoder. (c) Reconstructed frame (110.1 kbps and
SSIM=0.7534) of Encoder A. (d) Reconstructed frame (113.5 kbps and
SSIM=0.7267) of Encoder B.

(b)

(c)

(d)
th

Fig. 6. The 50 frame of the sequence crew (720p) is sampled and cropped
for subjective evaluation. (a) Original frame. (b) Reconstructed frame
(1843.3 kbps and SSIM=0.9184) of our encoder. (c) Reconstructed frame
(1837.9 kbps and SSIM=0.8922) of Encoder A. (d) Reconstructed frame
(1949.4 kbps and SSIM=0.8666) of Encoder B.

cost is computationally demanding. Since the method for
determining λM involves prediction, inaccurate λM prediction
may lead to negative bitrate reduction as well. Nonetheless, the
overall R-D performance gain and the computational advantage
justify the approximation and prediction.
The R-D curves in Fig. 5 for six test sequences clearly show
that our encoder outperforms both Encoders A and B. We also
observe an interesting phenomenon from Fig. 5: On the RSSIM chart, the R-D point of our encoder always lies above and
to the right of the corresponding R-D point of Encoder A. That
is, under the same QP, our encoder generates a higher quality
video at a higher bitrate. The fact that a higher quality is resulted
indicates that the SSIM-based motion estimation is able to
generate prediction blocks with higher SSIM than the SSEbased motion estimation. On the other hand, as SSE reflects the
energy of a signal, the fact that SSIM-based motion estimation
leads to a higher bitrate than the SSE-based motion estimation
means that the energy of the residuals it generates is higher than
that generated by the SSE-based motion estimation under the
same QP. Nonetheless, Fig. 5 and Table II clearly show that
SSIM-based motion estimation always has higher quality than
the SSE-based motion estimation at any bitrate, meaning that
the quality improvement well compensates the bitrate increase.
C. Subjective Evaluation
To evaluate the subjective performance of the three video
encoders under comparison, test video sequences are encoded
at more or less the same bitrates. The sample frames of the
reconstructed sequences shown in Figs. 6 and 7 clearly show
that our encoder achieves significantly higher perceptual
quality than Encoders A and B under similar bitrates.
In the sequence crew, shown in Fig. 6, we can clearly see
from the pilots’ faces and the wrinkles on their coats that the
image details are better preserved when the sequence is encoded
by our method. Background objects, such as the walls, also
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become much less noisy. It should be clear that our encoder
preserves structural areas much better than Encoder A, not to
mention Encoder B.
Shown in Fig. 7 is the subjective comparison of the sequence
flower. Unlike Encoders A and B, our encoder performs quite
well in preserving the shape of trees, the house, and the
windmill.
In contrast with Encoder A, it is obvious that perceptual
quality is preserved much better using our encoder. The key
point lies in motion estimation. Because the Lagrange
multiplier for SSIM-based motion estimation is selected to be
that for SSIM-based mode decision, and because the R-D cost
in motion estimation well approximates the real R-D cost, the
motion estimation process predicts more desirable matching
blocks for mode decision in terms of bitrate and structural
similarity. This is where the impact of the Lagrange multiplier
selection for SSIM-based motion estimation stands out.
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[12]
[13]

[14]
[15]

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have addressed a central issue related to the
selection the Lagrange multiplier for rate-distortion optimized
motion estimation employing SSIM as the quality metric. The
work is inspired by the advance of perceptual video quality
metrics and the need for incorporating such metrics into the
heart of a video coding system to realize perceptual video
coding. Through a hypothesis and verification process, we have
shown that the Lagrange multiplier for SSIM-based motion
estimation should be selected to be the Lagrange multiplier for
SSIM-based mode decision. The experimental results further
show that the resulting SSIM-based motion estimation indeed
outperforms the conventional SSE-based motion estimation
under the rate-distortion optimization framework for video
coding.
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